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About LTI
Larsen & Toubro Infotech Ltd (NSE: LTI) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company helping more than 420 clients succeed in a converging world. With operations in 32 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivalled real-world expertise to solve the most complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team of more than 30,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and technology operations and deliver value to their customers, employees and shareholders. Find more at http://www.Lntinfotech.com.

Account Manager

Job Description:

- Manage and develop new business with existing clients and/or identify areas of improvement
- Responsible for achieving Quarterly/Annual revenue targets set by management by focusing on existing customers and new customers.
- Leverage LTI’s offering to lead the team to open new accounts for LTI
- Leading and overseeing techno-commercial proposals for client requirements and conceptualizing various solution offering catering to customer needs
- Serve as the lead point of contact for all customer account management matters
- Ensure the timely and successful delivery of the solutions according to customer needs and objectives
- Forecast and track key account metrics & prepare reports on account status
- Ensure the timely creation of invoices and payments.

Skills/Education/Experience Required

- Proven work experience as an Account Manager, Key Account Manager for Banking & Financial Services client
- Solid experience with CRM software
- Demonstrable ability to communicate, present and influence key stakeholders at all levels of an organization, including executive and C-level
- Proven ability to manage multiple projects at a time while paying strict attention to detail
- Experience in delivering client-focused IT & Digital solutions based on customer needs
- Manage budget and achieve/exceed Quarterly targets as established by management
- Deep Digital & Information Technology understanding
- Critical thinking and problem solving skills
- Post Graduate Diploma in Management/MBA degree with 6+ years of experience in IT industry.

Interested applicants may send your resume to manojr_pal@Lntinfotech.com by 9 Sept 2020.
Development & Release Support – Senior Technical Consultant

Job Description:

- Experience in RLM and JENKINS are essential
- Hands on experience in various tools, such as ServiceNow, SVN, HERMS and PVCS
- Strong in Infra and Release management, understanding of Functional IDs, Certificates, deployment tools and server maintenance
- Good in UNIX shell scripting, ANT or MAVEN
- Experience with scheduling tools such as AutoSys

Skills/Education/Experience Required:

- Knowledge and experience in UNIX and scheduling tools like, Autosys is must
- Must have experience in build automation tools like RLM, Jenkins.
- Must have hands-on experience in tools such as ServiceNow, SVN, HERMS and PVCS
- Experience working in an administration of and migration of Unix/Linux environments.
- Bachelor degree with 7 years of experience in IT industry.

Functional Business Analytics

Job Description

- 8 Years of experience in IT projects preferably in banking domain projects
- Should be well verse with SDLC life cycle and have hands on experience in all phases of the project
- Strong expertise in Oracle PL-SQL and shell script. Knowledge and experience in other database like Sybase and SQL Server will be an advantage.
- Strong expertise in writing Job scheduler batch in Autosys
- Should be Strong in Unix / Linux shell scripting. PEARL, Power shell scripting will be an advantage
- Should have worked on banking domain IT projects and have securities domain knowledge
- Should have experience in doing data analysis work in banking domain, preferably Finance full Suite area
- Should able to perform tuning of SQL queries and/or creating new queries as per business need.
- Prior experience in working with Regional technology, global technology and implementation team across the globe.
- Should have experience in performing UAT testing activities with business users.
- Should possess strong written and verbal communication
- Should be flexible in working shifts and offshore / onsite model and should provide 3-4 hours overlap to NAM business users
- Should possess leadership expertise and can work as team lead or project lead

Skills/Education/Experience Required:

- Oracle PL-SQL, Unix, Autosys, MS Sharepoint, MS Excel
- Strong Analytical skills,
- Finance Full Suite knowledge
- Bachelor degree with 8 years of experience in IT industry.

Interested applicants may send your resume to manojr_pal@Lntinfotech.com by 9 Sept 2020.
Technical Analyst L2 support

Job Description

- 5 Years of experience in IT support projects preferably in banking domain projects
- Should be well verse with ITIL Processes and have previous experience working as an L2 support analyst
- Strong expertise in Oracle PL-SQL and shell script. Knowledge and experience in other database like Sybase and SQL Server will be an advantage.
- Strong expertise in writing Job scheduler batch in Autosys
- Should be Strong in Unix / Linux shell scripting.
- Should have worked on banking domain IT projects and have Payments systems knowledge.
- Should able to perform tuning of SQL queries and/or creating new queries as per business need.
- Decent knowledge on Tibco technology
- Should be able to debug the code
- Should possess strong written and verbal communication
- Should be flexible in working shifts and offshore / onsite model and should be okay with rotational night shifts and work on weekend release activities
- Candidate’s development background is an added advantage. Minimum 3 years of experience working as in L2/L3 Production Support. Exposure to Payment/cheque processing systems will be an advantage.

Skills/Education/Experience Required:

- Primary skills: SQL, Unix commands, Java, Code debugging (SQL / Java)
- Secondary skills: Shell Scripting, ITRS alert configuration, ITIL processes
- Strong Analytical skills
- Must have working experience in Payments applications
- Bachelor degree with 5 years of experience in IT industry.

Working hours: 10am to 7pm (rotational shifts including night shift)
Workplace Address: No.3 Changi Business Park Crescent #02-00, Singapore 486026

Interested applicants may send your resume to manojr.pal@Lntinfotech.com by 9 Sept 2020.
UNIX Administrator

Job Description:

- Responsible for the infrastructure build, execution and implementation of the AML monitoring platform (Mantas) to meet the regulatory and business needs.
- Performs thorough impact analysis for the new changes requested.
- Strong communication and presentation skills.
- Knowledge in Oracle and UNIX is a must.
- Oracle Experience writing Complex SQL and understanding large data models within data warehouse environment.
- Experience in Application System Migration activities.
- Responsible for preparing and planning of server and application migration.
- Responsible to make sure that the project deliverable is completed accurately and on time.
- Responsible for escalating issues, problems, risks and constraints to the appropriate parties for clarification and resolution.
- Responsible for Batch Executions and Implementation Activities.
- Must have knowledge in AutoSys Scheduling and Job definitions.

Skills/Education/Experience Required:

- 6-8 years of relevant experience
- GPA of 3 & above
- Strong ‘Can do’ attitude and dedication and Passion to work
- Good communication skills
- Ability to support various regions and work in different time zone
- Ability to work as a team player as well as an independent performer
- Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Information Technology or other technology related majors

Interested applicants may send your resume to manojr_pal@Lntinfotech.com by 9 Sept 2020.
WebSphere Administrator

Job Description:

- 4 to 6 years of experience as Webphere Administrator
- Hands on experience in various tools, such as ServiceNow, Autosys, RTC/BIT-BUCKET, ALM/RLM Strong in Infra and Release activities; understanding of Functional IDs
- Hands on experience in deployment tools and server maintenance
- Knowledge in ServiceNow, RTC/BIT BUCKET and AML/RLM Tool
- Good in UNIX shell scripting, ANT or MAVEN
- Experience with scheduling tools such as AutoSys
- Strong ‘Can do’ attitude and dedication and Passion to work
- Good communication skills
- Ability to support various regions and work in different time zone
- Ability to work as a team player as well as an independent performer
- Ability to work on multiple tasks concurrently

Skills/Education/Experience Required:

- 6-8 years of relevant experience
- GPA of 3 & above
- Strong ‘Can do’ attitude and dedication and Passion to work
- Good communication skills
- Ability to support various regions and work in different time zone
- Ability to work as a team player as well as an independent performer
- Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Information Technology or other technology related majors

Interested applicants may send your resume to manojr_pal@Lntinfotech.com by 9 Sept 2020.